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I love making hooded towels for my kids. It is a great way to use fun fabrics that they love and also a fabulous gift to make for 
others.  Begin by shopping for towels.  I’ve found that the best sizes to use for older kids are a large bath towel and large hand 
towel.  The size of my bath towel was 27” x 54” and my hand towel was 16” x 28”. These sizes are approximate and you can use 
anything around this for your hooded towel.  

Then shop for fun fabrics– the best part!  For my son we chose 1/3 yard of two fabrics for the band at the bottom of his large 
towel and 1/2 yard for the hood.  My daughter decided she wanted the Frozen panel as the center of her large towel and we 
chose 1/2 yard for her hood.  

You will also want to use a matching thread and it’s nice to have a sharps or quilting needle in your machine along with a walk-
ing foot.  

Begin by sewing the fabric to your large towel.  If you are using one panel like Frozen you will cut it down until it fits onto your 
towel or in my case about 27” x 36”.  If you are using 1/3 yard pieces you will cut 12” x WOF from one and two pieces about 6” x 
12” to sew to each end to make it long enough for your towel.  You may need to adjust this amount if your towel is larger or 
smaller than mine.   Lay the fabric onto your towel with right sides up and fold under the edges about 1/2”, pin in place.  Top-
stitch through your fabric and the towel about 1/8” from the edge.   

Repeat the same process for your hand towel cutting a piece of fabric the same size as the towel or just a little smaller. I cut mine 
15” x 28”.  When laying this piece of fabric on your hand towel, leave about 1” on the bottom edge for when you sew the two 
towels together.  This will make sure you don’t sew your hood fabric into your larger towel below and will eliminate some bulk.  

Refer to the picture on the next page.  

 



Leave about 1” a the bottom of the hand 
towel for your seams in the next step.  



Find the center of your hand towel and the center 
of your bath towel and line those points up laying 
both with right sides up on your table.  

Pin the two towels together with the bath towel on 
top of the hand towel by about 1/2”.  Stitch them 
together, backstitching each end.  



Fold the hood in half lengthwise with right sides together.  Mark a 45 degree angle (or close to that) on each corner with 
pins.  

Stitch on the pinned line on both sides to create the hood.  Start and 
stop all the way at the ends of the hood.   

Then go back over your straight stiched line with a zig zag stitch.  
This is to ensure a strong seam when we cut off the excess in the 
next step.  

Cut off the extra toweling leaving about a 1/2” seam.  

Turn the hood right side out and enjoy!!  


